Year 4 English

Synonyms

Synonyms are words that have the same (or a very similar) meaning.
Example!

A synonym for happy is 'merry'

How many other synonyms for happy can you think of?

____________________________________________________________

When you're ﬁnding synonyms, make sure the words you choose are true synonyms, and not just related to each
other.
For example, the words 'talk' and 'whisper' are related (they're both ways of communicating using your voice)
but they don't really mean the same thing. A better synonym for 'talk' would be 'speak'.

Activity!

Draw lines to match the words on the left of the table, to their synonyms on the right.

angry

victorious

find

pretty

messy

discover

successful

assist

certain

cross

beautiful

definite

help

untidy

Activity 2!

Think of a synonym for the following words (use a thesaurus to help if you need to!):

1.

easy: _________________

2.

diﬃcult: _________________

3.

delicious: _______________

4.

mean: _________________

5.

eager: __________________

6.

quick: _________________
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Antonyms

Antonyms are words that have the opposite meaning.
Example!

An antonym for simple is 'complicated'

How many other antonyms for simple can you think of?

____________________________________________________________

When you're ﬁnding antonyms, make sure the words you choose are true opposites, and not just diﬀerent.
For example, the words 'bad' and 'happy' are diﬀerent (one has a negative meaning, whereas the other is
positive) but they don't really mean the opposite thing. A better antonym for 'bad' would be 'good'.

Activity!

Choose a word from the list on the right that is an antonym of the word on the left.
1.

true:

real

faded

false

unsure

2.

silent:

heard

loud

whisper

mouse

3.

soft:

ﬂimsy

rock

sponge

hard

Activity 2!

Draw lines to match the words on the left of the table, to their synonyms on the right.

serious

fake

wealthy

smooth

real

release

joyful

silly

rough

commence

capture

miserable

stop

poor
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Ratio

We use ratio when we are comparing amounts. With ratio we are simply comparing one part of something, to
another part of something!
Take a look at the example below to see how it works:
Example!

For every 5 ﬁsh I have in my garden pond, there are 3 frogs.

We can write this in the ratio 5:3

Activity!

T ip!
The number in the ratio that
comes ﬁrst, is usually the ﬁrst
one mentioned.

Write down the ratio for each question below.
1.

For example, in question 1,
you're asked to write the ratio
of moons to suns. Therefore,
you should put the moon part
of the ratio ﬁrst.

What is the ratio of moons to suns? _____ : _____

2.

What is the ratio of butterﬂies to ﬂowers? _____ : _____

We can simplify ratios in the same way we simplify fractions. This makes them easier to deal with when it comes to
solving problems using ratio (see the next page).
Example!

For every 12 red sweets I have, I have 4 green sweets.
We can write this in the ratio 12:4
However, we can simplify this ratio to 3:1 by dividing both sides by 4. Remember, just like with fractions, you
must do the same thing on both sides to simplify your ratio accurately.
Simplify the following ratios:

a) 3:6 = ___________

b) 28:4 = ____________
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Solving Problems Using Ratio

We can use ratio to solve all sorts of problems.
Example!

Lets go back to my garden pond from the previous page:

Remember that for every 5 ﬁsh I have, I have 3 frogs. We can write this in a ratio as 5:3.
We can use this ratio to solve the following problem:
If I had a total of 40 ﬁsh and frogs in my pond, how many of them would be frogs?
There are 3 steps to answering questions like this:

Step 1: add the numbers in the ratio together

5+3=8
Step 2: divide the answer by the total number of things that you have (frogs and ﬁsh, in this example)

40 ÷ 8 = 5
Step 3: multiply the answer by the original number in the ratio for whatever you're trying to ﬁnd

To ﬁnd the number of frogs in the pond: 5 x 3 = 15
If we wanted to know how many ﬁsh were in the pond, we would do 5 x 5 = 25

Activity!

Answer the following questions using the steps above.
1.

On a farm, the ratio of pigs to cows is 4:3. If there are 35 pigs and cows altogether, how many of them are
cows?
Answer: ___________________

2.

In a basket, the ratio of red apples to green apples is 5:1. If there are 54 pieces of fruit in the basket
altogether, how many of them are red apples?
Answer: ___________________

3.

For every 3 dog chews my dog eats, her puppy eats 2. If 45 dog chews are eaten altogether, how many does
the puppy eat?
Answer: ___________________
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English Answers

Maths Answers

Synonyms

Ratio

Synonyms for happy: mark accordingly, suggestions as follows:
joyful, content, cheerful, jolly, gleeful

1. 3:2, 2. 3:4
a) 1:2, b) 7:1, c) 3:2

Activity!

Solving Problems Using Ratio

angry = cross, ﬁnd = discover, messy = untidy,
successful = victorious, certain = deﬁnite, beautiful = pretty,
help = assist

1. 15 cows, 2. 45 red apples, 3. 18 chews

Activity 2!
Answers may vary, suggestions below:
1. simple, 2. complicated, 3. tasty, 4. nasty, 5. keen, 6. fast
Antonyms
Antonyms for simple: mark accordingly, suggestions as follows:
diﬃcult, hard, complicated, complex, demanding, tough
Activity!
1. true = false, 2. silent = loud, 3. soft = hard
Activity 2!
serious = silly, wealthy = poor, real = fake, joyful = miserable,
rough = smooth, capture = release, stop = commence

